Kaan Meralan

In this fortnight, Requirement Analysis Report is prepared and published. During this process, I was included in clarifying the structure of PAPAGAN’s Dictionary, specifying its usage scenarios, visualize the Use Case Diagrams, deciding on our workpackages, constructing system Data Flow Diagrams and making ready the Customer Survey.

Umur Orhan

In the previous week, I studied on functional requirements, mainly on Use Case Diagrams, in Requirements Analysis Report of our project. Also, I tried to identify the subject and specify the requirements about the evaluation part of PAPAGAN. This week, I have reviewed the report for mistakes or inconsistencies.

Sağnak Taşırlar

Throughout these weeks, we mainly focused on Requirement Analysis Report. Firstly, the games subsection’s research and analysis were my duties. After finishing those, I contributed to the Use Case Diagram drawing phase. My final duty was to typeset the document in LATEX.
İbrahim Taşyurt

Since the last meeting, we have worked on our analysis report. In the report, I took the responsibility of the vocabulary lessons part, on this purpose I listed the requirements of vocabulary lessons. For the data modeling, I drew the ER Diagram of our project. In addition to these, I summarized our literature review and I listed HW/SW/technical requirements, major constraints and process model of our project.

Utku Utkan

In the previous week, I have done a broad research on report formats. After choosing a suitable report template for our project, I have started to work on the content. In the Requirements Analysis Report, I have written the Introduction and the parts related with the Editor Module including user scenarios, Use Case Diagrams.